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Abstract 30 kGy/h. A wide range of dose rates allows to cover all

This paper presents the different gamma irradiation different applications. It also allows to perform accelerated

facilities available at SCK-CEN. With gamma dose rates testing at higher dose rates.
ranging from I Gy/h up to 50 kGy/h, extensive environmental - gamn- energies around MeV. Most convenient
control and on-line instrumentation possibilities, they offer sources for this energy are 6Co or spent fuel. They are
ideal test environments for the radiation tolerance assessment representative for most of the actual situations of the nuclear
of components and systems for many applications where power industry: stainless steel activation, waste storage, etc.
radiation tolerance is a concern. Moreover 6Co is taken as a standard for interlaboratory

comparisons.

1. 1. INTRODUCTION - temperature control from ambient to 200 OC. Specific

A thorough assessment of the radiation-hardness of reactor applications require these high temperatures.

components and/or systems includes testing in representative - atmosphere control. In order to simulate various
conditions, in terms of dose rate, environment (such as environments (inert, oxidising, ...), atmosphere control and
atmosphere, temperature), and operating cycles. These monitoring should be present.

conditions are different for each application. Space, for - large test volume with low variations in dose rate. A
example, requires low dose rates but relatively high total dose large test volume allows complete systems to be tested. It is
levels, while the fusion reactor environment requires both high often important to iadiate the different components together
dose rate and high total dose levels. Figure I gives a as there are specific cross-influences, as for instance the
schematic overview of the different application areas as a degradation of polymers and the related degassing that can
function of dose rate and total dose, and shows to what extent cause corrosion of electrical connections in the vicinity. It is
radiation-hardened components are available. important that within this large test volume the dose rate

In order to provide representative testing, the y-irradiation variations are kept as low as possible to achieve a uniform
facilities should satisfy a much as possible the following total dose for each part of the tested target. Variations of less

requirements: than 10% are required by most quality assurance standards.

a fle)dble dose rate within a range of at least 10 Gy/h to - on-line measurement and biasing capabilities. On line
monitoring of the degradation phenomena is essential and
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Figure 1: Overview of typical applications and position of radiation hardened components as a ftinction of total dose and dose rate.
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should, if possible, be included at all times. On-line - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . .
measurements and biasing conditions should b maintained for
a tme even when the irradiation has stopped to evaluate

PM Up2 IVible annealing in between iadiation campaigns. 'Cl4

esy iftliation of tst samples, measurement bnes and
loadinglunloading of the irradiation rig allows fast

Diintended -, r6iate retrievals for laboratory calibration. It also C
allows for representative sequences of irrWiation periods
followed by periods were no iadiation is present to study
annealing and ecovery effects. V

o 0

- reliable dodmetry techniques. A good knowledge of z B
dose rate. spatial distribution of the dose rate within the test
volume, and the energy spectrum is essential for complete
analysis of the degradation mechanisms. L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

H. DESCRIvnON OF IRRADIATION FACE= Figure 2 Schematic lay-out of the BRIGITT iadiation facility

SCK-CEN operates five gamma irradiation facilities: two cylindrical volume of diameter 220 and 900 nun in height
using spent fuel (BRIGITM and GEUSE), two using 6Co (restricted to 600 mm when uniform dose rate is required), the
(RITA and CAL), and one using neutron-gamma conversion other two, with diameter 80 and 900 600) nun in length.
(BR 1). An overview of their characteristics is given in table I 

These containers are provided with beaters to control

A. BRIG= temperatures between 50 and 200 "C. he surrounding gas can
be air or an inert gas (Argon, Nitrogen or Helium) at a

The underwater gamma iradiation facility BRIGITTE Big pressure between I and 2 bar.
Radius Installation under Gamma Iadiation for Tailoring and Standardised instrumentation is present; thermocouples,
Testing Experiments) is situated in the side pool of the BR2
main reactor pool. It replaces the previous CUF (Cold Mock- wiring for test-equipment, gas-tubing for experimental
up Facility) [I] to achieve a larger test volume, and consists of purpose. The connections with the out-of-pile control
a rack or lattice shaped holder, three irradiation containers, equipment are made by sealed hoses, provided with closed
and various instrumentation (connection leads and panels). gas-tight boxes. Any control equipment can be adapted or
The rack has 21 positions, of which 3 (AI, A2, and B) are the added, according to the experimental loading of the container;
irradiation positions (figure 2 10 positions (CI to CIO) can but basically the following equipment is at least present: a gas
be loaded either with Co elements or with spent fuel elements supply and its control rack, a gas-analysing panel, a power
from the BR2-reactor; the others (DI to D8) can only be supply Panel and a heater control, and the data acquisition.
loaded with spent fuel. Two different types of irradiation The gamma dose rate inside the different experimental
containers are available (figure 3 one with a useful containers is kept quite stable in time when 60 Co sources are

Table 1: General overview of the SCK-CEN iadiation facilities.

MUM RITA GEUSE CAL B111
Pos A Pos. B

Gamma source BR2 Spent fuel 13112 Spent fuel 'Co BR3 Spent fuel 'Co Gamma converter
or6oCo

Dose rate 1 - 50 kGy/h 5 40 kGy/h 1 - 4000 Gy/h 70 - 150 Gy/h 25 Gy/h 0. - 25 Gy/b
30 kGy/h 60Co I I

Instrumentation Standard available Possible Standard available
Temperature control Standard available TNot standard Not standard Possible
Atmosphere control Standard available inert gas, dry air Air Air, inert gas
Gas analysis Available Not standard Possible
Available volume
cylindr.: dameter 80 mm 220 mm 380 mm 95 mm 48 nun

height 900 mm 900 mm 600 mm I 000 mm 500 rrim
Spherical: diameter 300 mm

Useful volume*
cylindr.: diameter 80 mm 220 mm 380 mm 95 mm 48 mm

height 600 mm 600 mm 600 nun 600 mm 500 nun
Spherical: diameter 1 300 mm

the useful volume indicates the available space with a dose rate uniformity of 10%.
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corresponding positions are occupied each by a OCo source
(e.g. position 1. 5 9 and 13). By placing the sources in
different positions (i.e. changing the distances to the container)
it is possible to vary considerably the gamma-flux.

+4W The iradiation container has a volume of diameter 380 nun
and 600 mm in height. Heaters are present to control the inside
temperature up to 100 C. 'Me standard instrumentation

ref.'O' I I provides the possibility for controlling temperature,
surrounding gas (Air, Ar, N2, He, or Ne at a pressure of 1.5
bar), gas-tubing and thermocouples. Possible dose rates lay

450 between 10 and 3500 Gy/h.

3 2 N 14 151 0'8 0,2 04 0,6 0,8 1 4 1 13 16
Dose Dow Rate Profile
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Figure 3 Two types of irradiation containers internal diameter of 80 <
mm and 220 mm) are available for the BRIGITTE irradiation facility. L= E
The figure shows also both dose rate distributions relative to the
maximum.

used (in positions C to CIO). When spent fuel is put in place, 5 9 12
higher dose rates are possible, but the rapid decay in time must 8 7 6 S 10 11
be taken into account, especially when the fuel is taken from a
recent reactor load. The short living fission products influence Figure 4 Schematic lay-out of the RITA irradiation
actually the initial gamma flux. Further on, the flux stabilises
when the long living isotopes become dominant. This decay
requires more frequent dosimetries in case of long irradiation C. GEUSE
campaigns. 'Me GEUSE (Gamma Experiments Using Spent fuel

Gamma dose rates of large variation can be obtained b Elements) facility is situated underwater in the deactivation
varying the number, the type (burn-up) or the cooling time of pool of the BR3 reactor. The BR3 reactor was shut down in
the spent fuel. Also the axial position of targets can be 1987 and is presently being dismantled. The fuel rack consists
adapted: the dose rate distribution is a cosine distribution with of a matrix with 98 positions (figure 5) where either spent fuel
a maximum around the centre. Before each irradiation elements or an irradiation container can be placed.
campaign the dose rate will be determined by means of a Each irradiation position is surrounded by spent fuel
mock-up equipped with Red Perspex dosimeters located at elements. hese elements have had a cooling time of several
different levels and orientations, inside the irradiation years and offer therefore a stable gamma flux. The axial
container. The dosimeters are measured by means of a Milton distribution of the gamma flux is a cosine distfibution as for
Roy Spectronic 401 spectrometer. the BRIGITTE facility. Dose rates presently lay between 70

Normal maximum dose rates are 10 to 50 kGy/h for and 150 Gy/h 'Me instrumented irradiation container consists
position Al and A2 using spent fuel, and to 40 kGy/h in of a stainless steel tube which holds the irradiation basket with
position using spent fuel. Dose rates up to 100 kGy/h are the targets. The available cylindrical volume has a diameter of
possible for short periods when the spent fuel elements from
the BR2-reactor are loaded almost immediately in the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
BRIGITTE facility. The actual dose rate for position using F
the6to elements is 30 kGy/h.

G
B. RIM H

The RITA (Radio Isotope Test Arrangement) facility is K
situated under water in the BR2 storage channel outside the M N-e
Containment Building. It consists of a guiding device with
source holder, an irradiation container, and instrumentation N
panels. P

The evice which guides the container has at the bottom a
total of 16 source positions. (figure 4 Normally four Figure 5: Schematic iay-out of the GEUSE irradiation facility
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96 nun and a eiglit of 1000 mm. Sweeping gas wth access plug in te cavity once the BRI reactor is stabilised at
possibility of taking a sample for analysis is available, as are the desired power level. Available dose rates lay between 0.8
50 electrical connections for on-line measuring. Gy/b and 25 Gy/h. Table 2 gives a summary of te available

standard or benchmark facilities used for gamma dosimetry in

D. CAL this avity. One major advantage of such I converters is the
'Me CAL (CALibration) installation consists of a point that the energy level of the y rays are very distinct at well

'*Co source located in a hot cell and mainly serves for the known energy levels.
calibration of personal dosimeters and radiation monitoring
equipment. The CAL installation is however also available for Table 2 Overview of available gmina refamitce fieldsEQ

irradiation experiments requiring low dose raw. The FATbOOMM TYpe Dan Rate
Co source lies within a shielded container in the basement of (Gy/h

the cell. During the experiment, the source is lifted up into the Empty cavity in graphite
hot cell. This installation allows for easy access when (Centre) 0.8
installing the targets and cabling for on-line meastirements.
The maximal dose rate is 25 Gy/h at a distance of 70 cm of Pyrex 2.19
the source. he spatial distribution of the gamma flux depends Cylindrica pmpt_ Boron nitride 2.36
however greatly on the distance and therefore the possible capture ganuna-my fields Cadmium 24 cm long) 23.45
maximum dimensions of the target are limited when a uniform (4.8 cm iternal diameter Cadmium (50 cm long) 24.5
distribution for the target is required.

Cobalt 24 cm long 15.65

E. BRI Gamma Converters Spherical prompted
gainnia-my fields 30 cm Iron 1.3 cm thick) 7.85

The BRI-reactor disposes of different nuclear standard internal diameter)
fields 21, (i.e. nuclear radiation fields whose space-, angle- Natural uranium (I cm 11.27
and energy particle flux distribution can be exactly reproduced thick)
and ascertained), including neutron standard fields and gamma
standard fields. The 'unique' MOL one-meter diameter Spherical fast-neutron and Natural uranium (6 cm 4.30
spherical cavity at the BRI vertical graphite thermal column gamma-my fields thick

Natural uranium (I cm 3.79
Acces plug- Lead thick) + Iron 7 cm thick)

Parrafine
III. CONCLUSION

Graphite With dose rates ranging from I Gy/h to 50 kGy/h, and
thermal
column -depending on the iadiation time-- total dose levels from

Source I G up to 100 MGy, the different irradiation facilities of
1 m diarn. SCK-CEN cover most of the application areas described in the
spherical cavity previous section. Moreover, atmosphere and temperature

control, as well as the possibilities of on-line monitoring make
Pyrex thimble these facilities versatile tools for the radiation tolerance

assessment of various components.

pyrex thimble 13 % 13K)3
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